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The past year brings to mind a time of growth, change, and expanding 
opportunities to educate and collaborate through our projects and 
relationships. Each year the Department identifies special projects 
that go above and beyond the day to day essential duties. These 
projects often involve education, research, and technology related 
to the preservation of the Tribe’s unique heritage. Major Billy L. 
Cypress was an advocate for education and telling the Tribe’s story. 
Major Cypress was the guiding force behind the establishment of the 
Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum in 1997 and Tribal Historic Preservation Office 
in 2002. The team strives to carry on his legacy and incorporate his 
values in the projects we initiate. Three special projects this year 
highlight these characteristics. The Kissimmee Billie Slough (KBS) 
Project led by Marty Bowers kicked off between the Ahfachkee School 
and Tribal departments to take an educational look at the Slough 
to inspire student understanding of the environment and history to 
encourage long term curriculum changes in Seminole education. The 
team continued ongoing work at Egmont Key (p. 10) collaborating with 
the University of South Florida to implement laser scan technology to 
preserve the historic landscape of the eroding Key, while collaborating 
with the Tribal community to share its history. The THPO held the 
first GIS (Geographic Information Systems) Day (p. 23) on the campus 
to engage the Tribal youth to develop their own map, learn about 
the power of spatial data and its tools, and participate in a drone 
demonstration and scavenger hunt. In each project, the importance 
of education, community, and telling the Tribe’s story are central 
as was envisioned by Major Cypress.  In honor of his contributions, 
the Major Billie L. Cypress Tribal Historic Preservation Office was 
dedicated in November 2019. The festive day was attended by the 
Tribal community, leadership, agencies, and institutions who support 
the future protection, preservation and understanding of the Seminole 
Tribe’s cultural and historic resources.

A LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR OF THE 
TRIBAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE

Sincerely,

Anne H. Mullins, AICP, 
Director, Tribal Historic Preservation Office
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The Tribal Historic Preservation Office (THPO) 
wishes to express thanks for the support of the 
Tribal Council during 2019:

Marcellus W. Osceola, Jr., Chairman
Mitchell Cypress, President
David Cypress, Big Cypress Councilman
Larry L. Howard, Brighton Councilman
Chris Osceola, Hollywood Councilman

Mission Statement
Collaboratively preserving Tribal culture and heritage.

Vision Statement
To excel at supporting the Tribe in sustaining its cultural 
and historic resources.

THANK YOU
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THE LEGACY OF
MAJOR BILLY L. CYPRESS
On Wednesday, March 11th 2020 THPO/Museum 
Staff* sat down with Carol Cypress (Panther 
Clan), the wife of Major Billy L. Cypress (Bear 
Clan), to listen to her memories about Billy, and 
Billy’s relationship to the Museum/THPO.

How they met and married

Carol had known Billy all of her life, him being 
only three years older than her. Their parents 
worked together doing field work, or whatever 
they could, and traveled to Ochopee, Hollywood, 
and Big Cypress. The first time she met him he 
was in Hollywood and he said he came from the 
Everglades. He said his Grandma had gotten 
sick so they went to Hollywood for medical help 
and never went back. Later, when Carol asked 
her mother-in-law about it she told Carol that 
they did live in a hammock in the Everglades, 

in the Tamiami Trail area, and they had gone to 
Hollywood when he was about 4 or 5 years old. 
Carol also knew Billy from church because they 
were both introduced to it, and her family used 
to travel back and forth between Brighton, Big 
Cypress, and Hollywood for church meetings and 
vacation bible school. Later in life Billy went to 
war in Korea and after he came back is when they 
started dating. They went on double dates with 
James Billie and Carol’s sister Nancy, and after a 
short courtship Billy and Carol were married in 
1969. They had three children William, Sonia, and 
Carla.

Major Cypress’s Education and Military 
Service

We asked Carol if Billy had been drafted for the 
war in Korea. She responded:



“No, he believed in serving his country 
and told me that since he was the only 
man in his family he didn’t have to go and 
his mother didn’t really want him to go 
but he believed in serving his country. 
So he went. And he was interested in 
going too, so that’s what he did.”

 
She told us that after high school Billy had gone 
to Stetson University in Deland, Florida and was 
in the ROTC, so he earned the rank of Lieutenant 
while in the ROTC before he entered the service. 
Stetson University is also where he got his 
teaching degree. He later went on to Arizona 
State University to get his Master’s degree and 
he returned during the summers because he 
was teaching. He was also involved with the 
Bureau of Indian Affairs as Superintendent of 
Education until 1989 when he retired. While 
doing that he traveled a lot because his job was 
servicing the northeastern tribes too. He was a 
member of the National Guard and frequently 
went to trainings in different cities including St. 
Petersburg. She recalled that,

“when he took the us to Virginia he took us 
all over where the Civil War sites were, we 
didn’t get to see all the museums, but we 
went there and met other tribes that were 
there … I hadn’t traveled, it was good to get 
to know them…. He liked playing soldier and 
education was really important.”

The Museum

Major Cypress returned to Florida in 1989 just 
as the Museum was starting. Carol remembered 
that when they first started they [the Tribe] 
had to have a commissioner and they asked 
if she wanted to be one, she said yes and her 
and some other ladies were involved from the 
beginning. When Major Cypress got back they 

didn’t have anyone to be the director so he was 
chosen because he was between jobs and was 
looking for a job with the Tribe. According to Carol,

“The way [Billy] saw it is that he told me that 
when he was working with James (he was 
chairman at that time) … to him [ James] is 
the commander for him and he [Billy] is the 
soldier you know for protection for our tribe. 
That’s how he looked at it, he’s a warrior and 
so whatever that needed to be done he did. 
It didn’t have to be with a weapon with guns 
but he used his knowledge to improve the 
Tribe’s incomes and everything. That’s what 
his meaning was...and he was also, like I said, 
interested in history, not just Seminole people 
but other people in other countries and so 
that’s what he did…When he got involved 
with the museum he just didn’t put up what 
he want[ed] or what he [thought] it should be. 
He wanted it to be a more you go in there you 
learn something, you just don’t go through 
the museum, just walk through and not learn 
anything, just look at things, so he also got 
involved with the other museums he went to 
visit and talked to other people. One of the 
things that he told me was that when he did 
that he talked to the people the native people 
that was involved with the museum that they 
were working or working to make a museum 
and the important thing was it came from the 
people of that museum it didn’t come from 
other people. I mean you can learn something 
from it but for us to put the museum the way it 
is… we have to have it come from us [the Tribe] 
so that when people come through they feel it 
and learn from it.”

She also said they [the Museum board] wanted to 
focus on things from more of a Native perspective. 
For example, with the Stranahan house they 
wanted to focus on more what they [the Tribe] did 
there, that it was a place the men went to trade 
alligator skins that they had killed for food. She 
also helped create some of the pieces for the 
Museum. Some of the bandolier bags and the bead 
work on the leggings are her work and her son’s 
and other ladies. And then when they ordered 
the mannequins and they had more Caucasian 
features David Black (who Carol was working with) 
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said it would be better to use your own people. 
So, she and David went to interview people that 
wanted to be photographed and they didn’t mind 
being there [as mannequins].

“My father is there, my son is there, my 
daughters there, the mannequins should have 
names of who they are and what kind of clans 
are there. I didn’t do that area, David did that 
area. Some people didn’t want to have their 
image standing there but that is ok and that’s 
what we did and that seemed to work so we 
did that.”

The Cypress family saw the work from the very 
beginning and one of their grandsons even used 
to ride hot-wheels in the Museum because there 
was a concrete floor.

“He [her grandson] used to have fun riding 
around a lot of times. [Billy] came after hours 
because there was no workers so he could 
come see and picture it how it’s gonna be. 
And that circle he [her grandson] used to ride 
around that circle. I think he’s 25 today too. We 
have lot of memories of working and being a 
part of it, I mean my family anyways. We did 
the trail, we followed I till it finish and he [her 
grandson] liked riding that too. We have a lot 
of memories and he [Billy] wanted a lot of 
things to be done by our native people.”

She remembered that Billy spent a lot of time 
there after hours, as it was developing, and that 
and education was his main thing, preserving 
their culture. He liked to read everything and her 
kids like reading too now. She didn’t remember if 
he had a favorite book but if he did it was probably 
a history book. And he loved his grandkids very 
much.

We asked Carol, if Billy were alive today 
what would he think about the BLC 
Building? She responded,

“That day [the opening of the Major Billy L Cypress 
building] I was too emotional I just said thank you. 
But my daughter Carla did say some things…[Carol 
remembers] One time [Billy] told me [Carol] that 
they should honor a person while they are still living 
so they could enjoy the honor, they don’t [honor 
them] till they pass away… so if he was still living he 
would’ve been really happy about it.”

*Victoria Menchaca (THPO Compliance Review Specialist), 

Cherrah Giles (Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum Development Associate) 

and Justin Giles (Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum Oral History Coordinator)
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PROJECT FOCUS:

EGMONT KEY



By Lacee Cofer and Dave Scheidecker

The Egmont Key project has expanded amazingly since 
we first investigated the island three years ago. We’ve 
gone from early investigations to the release of Egmont 
Key: A Seminole Story in book and digital forms. This small 
island located at the mouth of the Tampa Bay holds an 
incredible history for the Seminole people, Florida, and 
the United States; and we knew that it needed to be told. 
The digital edition of the book is now hosted on the main 
site for the Seminole Tribe of Florida (semtribe.com) for 
anyone who wants to learn this story. 

These were first steps of preserving the history and 
keeping the story alive, but it still can’t capture the 
feeling of being there. And with the island’s erosion, that 
opportunity could be lost forever. But new techniques 
have given us a new immersive path. The THPO has been 
able to partner with the 3D Access Lab at the University 
of South Florida, working with Dr. Laura Harrison to laser 
scan and record Egmont Key.

To digitally preserve the crumbling landscape of the 
island, both terrestrial and drone-mounted laser 
scanning technology was used. These scanners measure 
the distance of an object or the surface of the structure 
at a specific point. These points are then combined to 
create a 3D point cloud, which can then be processed 
into an accurate digital three dimensional rendering 
of the object. The results of these scans will be used to 
create 3D virtual interpretive experiences to further tell 
the Seminole Story on Egmont Key. 

Laser scan of a portion of the Egmont Key Lighthouse

Detail of laser scanned stairwell inside Egmont 
Key Lighthouse

EGMONT KEY
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Left to Right - Paul Backhouse, Domonique deBeaubien, Tina 
Osceola, Councilman Andrew Bowers, Anne Mullins, Quenton 
Cypress, and Juan Cancel after speaking on the repatriation 
resolution with the Smithsonian Institution.

Quenton Cypress and Juan Cancel looking at an exhibit in the 
National Museum of African American History and Culture.

Left to Right - Quenton Cypress, Domonique deBeaubien, 
Juan Cancel standing in front of the Lincoln Memorial on the 
National Mall

By Domonique deBeaubien 

Repatriation is a solemn and complex issue that Tribes must carefully 
navigate in order to have their ancestors and sacred objects returned. 
For many institutions it was common place to loot Native American grave 
sites and put those remains on display or house them within archaeology 
collections. For years, the Seminole Tribe of Florida has taken issue with the 
Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History’s (NMNH) repatriation policy. 
Subject to their own repatriation law, the NMNH has declined to return 1,496 Seminole ancestors from the 
state of Florida. The NMNH does not believe that the Seminole Tribe can trace its ancestry back before the 
year 1700; that the Seminole people are a modern entity that simply came into existence around the time 
of the Seminole Wars.

The Seminole Tribe’s history runs deep within the sands of Florida, and most Seminole will tell you that 
their ancestors have always been here. In fall of 2019, the Tribal Historic Preservation Office began the “No 
More Stolen Ancestors” social media campaign. Through this campaign, we hope to shed light on the many 
loop holes that allow museums to retain the sacred remains of Native American tribes all across the nation. 
The Seminole Tribe aims to use “No More Stolen Ancestors” to raise awareness of repatriation issues, and 
advocate for repatriation policies that treat tribes as equal partners throughout the repatriation process.  
Check out #NoMoreStolenAncestors on Facebook and Instagram to learn more about our advocacy work, 
and to see our trips to the capitol in Washington, D.C. to fight for the return of all 1,496 Seminole ancestors. 

NO MORE
STOLEN ANCESTORS



Left to Right - Deanna Butler, Samantha Wade, and 
Dave Scheidecker visiting Petroglyph National Park in 
Albuquerque, NM for the SAA Conference.

Left to Right - Samantha Wade, Tim Parsons - State Historic 
Preservation Officer (SHPO), Domonique deBeaubien, Anne 
Mullins, Katie Miyar - State Osteologist.

By Domonique deBeaubien, Samantha Wade, 
Deanna Butler, and Dave Scheidecker

In 2019, the Archaeological Collection grew to 
387,084 objects. This represents growth of over 
8%, with 32,075 objects added to the permanent 
collection. This is a significant uptake compared to 
the past few years, and likely due to our focused 
efforts on tackling a backlog of projects. Over 
27,000 objects were cataloged from backlog 
projects three years or older. To showcase this 
work, we continued to feature one special object 
from the Collection as part of our “Artifact of 
the Month” program. A description of each 
object can be found on the THPO website at 
www.stofthpo.com/artifact-of-the-month.

Collections continued to focus on outreach in 
2019, and hosted Greysun Billie from the Work 
Experience Program (WEP), which is designed to 
give tribal youth skills to help enter the work force. 
We also hosted two university interns in our lab, 
Roberto Garcia (FAU) and Kara Di Como (New 
College of Florida).  Collections continued our work 
in managing the Seminole Site File (SSF) and Tribal 
Register (TR), adding eight new sites to the SSF and 
one property to the TR.

We focused intently on the repatriation of 
Seminole ancestors through both the Native 
American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act 
(NAGPRA) and Florida Statute 872.05 Unmarked 
Burials. In total, we consulted on 59 cases and were 
able to bring many ancestors to rest. The NAGPRA 
Committee also made its first appearance at the 
National Congress of American Indians (NCAI) 
annual convention and passed a resolution urging 
the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural 
History to improve their repatriation policy. The 
STOF-THPO has now passed 2 similar resolutions 
through both NCAI and the United South and 
Eastern Tribes organizations (USET).

COLLECTIONS
SECTION

Other projects completed include collaborating 
on the Egmont Key Report and laser scanning of 
the island with the University of South Florida. 
Collections participated in numerous outreach 
activities including Archaeologists for Autism, 
speaking engagements with local universities 
and historical societies about Egmont Key, and 
presenting “Who Tells Your Story,” at the Society for 
American Archaeology (SAA) annual conference, a 
paper on increasing access to existing collections.
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This year we had a wide array of archaeological objects featured as an Artifact of 
the Month. From animal remains that reveal details about the flora and fauna of the 
Everglades, to unidentified prehistoric ceramics; we are always trying to learn and 
share about the Seminole people and their history.

April 

Square cut nail from Fort Shackelford, 
Big Cypress Reservation

March

Anhinga (bird) Vertebra

February

Cast-iron Kettle c.1750-1780

June

Otter Cranium

January

Coyote mandible and teeth

May

Coca Cola bottle from Avon Park, FL 
found on the Brighton Reservation



August

Key Wind Opener c.1950s

November

Weasel Mandible

July

Wheelie Bug Exoskeleton

December

Busycon ladle from Waxy Hadjo’s 
Landing, Big Cypress Reservation

October

Mystery Ceramic

September

Digested calcaneous (heel 
bone) from a rattlesnake
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U.S. Army Corp of Engineers - 1,081

Federal Communication Commission Cell Tower Notifications - 421

Other U.S. Military - 233

Federal Highways Administration - 185

U.S. Fish and Wildlife - 89

Other non-Federal/State Agencies - 83

Other Federal Agencies - 77

National Park Service - 67

Natural Resources Conservation Service - 45

Federal Emergency Management Agency - 45

U.S. Forest Service - 37

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission - 31

State of Florida - 26

U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs - 20

Federal Aviation Administration - 17

Other States (Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana) - 4

Multiple Agencies - 1

TOTAL 2,462

By Victoria Menchaca and Bradley Mueller

The Tribe is being asked to consider 
questions it has never had to address before 
and could not have ever anticipated. The 
THPO - Compliance Review Section (CRS) is 
one method the Tribe has of conveying its 
answers to those questions and expressing its 
concerns to the federal and state government 
agencies. CRS’s challenge is to listen to the 
Tribal leadership and community in order to 
faithfully represent the Tribe’s position in its 
dealings with government agencies.

WERP, LOSOM, CEPP, COP…the Army Corps 
of Engineers (USACE) project acronyms are 
numerous, but these projects represent 
some of the most challenging ones for the 
CRS to tackle. They all involve manipulating 
water levels and redirecting water flows in 
South Florida’s vast network of man-made 
canals and water conservation areas. The 
purpose of all these projects is to “restore” 
or rather repair the damage that was done 
to South Florida’s wetlands decades ago. But 
how do you fix a system that has become so 
artificial and broken without doing further 
damage? The federal government’s answer is 
to carefully change and manage the system to 
return water levels back to “what they would 
have been historically”, yet what those levels 
were is still an open question. 

Based on what we have been told by the 
community, it is offensive to flood sites 
that are culturally important to the Tribe; 
and even more so if those sites are the 
resting place of ancestors (in the language 
of archaeologists, sites that have a 
“burial component”). When we tell this 
to government agencies their reply 
is that the site in question would not 
be flooded any more than it would 
have been before South Florida 
was drained. So, assuming that the 
modeling the USACE uses to assess 
its projects is accurate and assuming 
that we know what those historical 
water levels were, the issue becomes - 
is a change made by humans that causes 
some flooding to cultural sites (not including 
ancestor resting places) acceptable to the 
Tribe because it is trying to replicate what 
would have happened naturally? 

In addition to this, the effects of climate 
change, such as major coastal flooding, 
will increasingly impact all of South Florida 
in the coming decade. But, could this be 
considered mother nature correcting the 
balance and do we let it go even if it means 
losing important coastal archaeological 
sites? Or, do we do advocate for saving 
coastal sites because this change has been 
caused by humans?

COMPLIANCE
REVIEW SECTION

LiDAR Image of tree islands in Everglades National Park



U.S. Army Corp of Engineers - 1,081

Federal Communication Commission Cell Tower Notifications - 421

Other U.S. Military - 233

Federal Highways Administration - 185

U.S. Fish and Wildlife - 89

Other non-Federal/State Agencies - 83

Other Federal Agencies - 77

National Park Service - 67

Natural Resources Conservation Service - 45

Federal Emergency Management Agency - 45

U.S. Forest Service - 37

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission - 31

State of Florida - 26

U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs - 20

Federal Aviation Administration - 17

Other States (Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana) - 4

Multiple Agencies - 1

TOTAL 2,462

Federal Agencies that had 15 or less consultations/reviews were grouped into the category Other Federal Agencies. *

2019 CONSULTATIONS/
REVIEWS BY AGENCY

Number of new 
records:

2,060

Number of new 
projects:

836 

Federal departments 
or agencies 
represented:

25

State or local entities 
represented:

10
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BRIGHTON - 3,606

BIG CYPRESS - 606

HOLLYWOOD - 64

IMMOKALEE - 51

FORT PIERCE - 1

OFF-RESERVATION
TRIBALLY OWNED
LAND - 197

TAS SHOVEL
TEST COUNT BY
RESERVATION

ON-RESERVATION
SURVEY STATISTICS

Projects 
received 2019:

457

Current 
projects:

53 

Acreage of 
current projects:

190,143

Projects cleared 
in 2019:

406

Average project 
completion time 
2019:

14.1 Days

Total On-Reservation 
projects reviewed:

4,041



By Maureen Mahoney

The year 2019 included a lot of movement and growth 
for the Tribal Archaeology Section (TAS). First, we 
moved into our new offices at the Major Billy L. Cypress 
building, which is considerably roomier than our old 
offices in the module trailer! Second, we further served 
the Seminole community by completing archaeological 
surveys for approximately 100 projects (a total of 1,323 
acres) that allowed for the continued growth of the Tribe 
and its infrastructure. These on-reservation surveys 
consisted of many different types of projects, including 
home sites, water and technology lines, and agricultural 
development. The third major achievement was the 
acquisition of a $400,000 grant from the National Park 
Service to determine how Hurricane Irma affected 
cultural resources on the reservations. As part of this 
grant, the TAS hired five archaeologists to complete 

TRIBAL ARCHAEOLOGY
SECTION 

Ben Bilgri teaching Brighton Reservation 6th grade students 
about archaeological fieldwork.

Brandy Norton conducting fieldwork on the Brighton 
Reservation.

Shawn Keyte and Ben Bilgri speaking at a community event 
regarding the Seminole War.

surveys that will determine how interior sites were 
affected by rising waters and high winds.

In addition to these achievements, the TAS also focused 
on many community driven projects. In December, we led 
the sixth annual Brighton field school with the Brighton 
Charter School, Pemayetv Emahakv. Furthermore, 
we gave presentations intertwining archaeology, oral 
histories, and archival research about Egmont Key, Fort 
Shackelford, Big Cypress camps, and pre-European 
contact diets. These presentations highlighted how 
integrating archaeology, oral histories, and archival 
research provides a more complete picture of the past. 
By sharing this information with the Tribal community, 
the general public, and at academic conferences, the 
TAS continued to share the Seminole story. 
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PROJECT FOCUS:

Looking southwest from the Copeland Marker.

FORT
SHACKELFORD



By Shawn Keyte

Over the last ten years, the Tribal Historic Preservation 
Office (THPO) has been investigating Fort Shackelford, a 
Seminole War era fort dating from the mid-1850s. Built 
by the U.S. Government as part of a pressure campaign 
to force the emigration of the remaining Seminoles to 
what is now present day Oklahoma, the fort was built 
and burned down within a six-month period, leaving its 
whereabouts a mystery.

In 2017, members of the THPO’s Tribal Archaeology 
Section (TAS) discovered a row of charred wooden posts 
while excavating near a marker (placed by D. Graham 
Copeland) at what was thought to be the site of Fort 
Shackelford in the 1940s. The TAS had completed several 
metal detection surveys around the marker, and the 
location of the excavations were based on the density of 
items found during those surveys.

In total, 14 wooden posts (Figure 1), thought to be part 
of a stockade type fence, were discovered in a line 
surrounded by large quantities of charcoal and historic 
nails (Figure 2). In addition, historic glass (Figure 3) 
dating to this time period as well as two percussion caps 
(Figure 4) were also located during excavations. Samples 
of the wood posts and charcoal revealed that the posts 
were made from pine, which is consistent with military 
records. The radiocarbon results indicate that the wood 
used for the posts was cut down in 1840 +/- 30 years, 
which is also consistent with records stating the Fort was 
built in 1855.

Historically, Fort Shackelford represents part of 
the Seminole’s struggle to survive during the U.S. 
Government’s attempts at Indian removal. Recording 
the actual location, memorializing it, and presenting 
our findings to the Tribal Community are all part of 
protecting and preserving Seminole heritage.

FIGURE 1: EXCAVATION UNIT WITH POST HOLES

FIGURE 2: HISTORIC NAILS

FIGURE 3: HISTORIC GLASS

FIGURE 4: PERCUSSION CAP
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By Lacee Cofer

Archaeometry has always been willing to 
push boundaries. We are constantly looking 
for new ways to take technology, cultural 
preservation, and education further within 
the THPO. This ambitious ethos was created 
for us over a decade ago, when current HERO 
Senior Director, Dr. Paul Backhouse, and THPO 
Assistant Director, Juan Cancel, comprised the 
Archaeometry team. They were instrumental 
in laying the foundations for a successful 
Geographic Information System (GIS), 
deploying mobile field data collection, and 
laying the building blocks for Archaeometry’s 
Science Technology Engineering Mathematics 
(STEM) education initiatives. They set the bar 
high for future Archaeometry staff.

Fast forward to the present Archaeometry 
team, who are continuing to push the envelope. 
While Paul and Juan’s legacy still permeates 
throughout the Archaeometry Section, we are 
continually setting our goals high and adapting 

Paul Backhouse and Juan Cancel with ESRI Founder, 
President, and Chief Executive Officer, Jack Dangermond, 
receiving the Special Achievement in GIS award in 2009.

Lacee Cofer with Jack Dangermond, receiving the Tribal Story 
Map Challenge Winner Award in 2019

ourselves to the rapidly-changing technology 
and needs of the THPO in innovative ways. In 
2019, Archaeometry welcomed Lacee Cofer 
as Chief Data Analyst, and Nick Butler as 
Geospatial Analyst. We received awards for 
our education projects, most notably those 
working with Story Maps. We planned the 
task of updating our mobile field devices and 
software, and began a collaborative project 
with the University of South Florida to laser 
scan and create 3D renderings of Egmont Key. 

While only a small portion of Archaeometry’s 
daily endeavors can be highlighted in this 
report, it is evident that we do not shy away 
from challenges and change. The bar was set 
high for us over 10 years ago, and we hope 
to both meet and exceed it in 2020, by using 
technology and education to preserve the 
Tribe’s legacy.

ARCHAEOMETRY
SECTION



By Joseph Nicholas Butler

One of our core missions in the Archaeometry 
section is to pass forward our expertise in 
mapping, science, and technology to future tribal 
leaders. In November, the Archaeometry Section 
had the pleasure of leading the first annual GIS 
(Geographic Information Systems) Day, a public 
event to teach people the power of utilizing spatial 
data and tools to learn about the world, at the 
Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Museum. We had a huge turnout this 
year with students (Pre-K-12th Grade) from the Big 
Cypress Ahfachkee School. Students participated 
in a variety of activities throughout the day.

We kicked off the event with a drone demonstration 
from Seminole Media Productions to show the kids 
how you can learn about the environment around 
you with a bird’s eye point of view. After the drone 
demonstration, using GIS enabled survey software, 
students completed a scavenger hunt along the 
boardwalk. They identified, photographed, and 
collected spatial data about plants, animals, and 
other major features along their journey. Students 
also learned about the necessary elements of a 
map by creating their own. 

PROJECT FOCUS:

GIS DAY

Staff welcoming Ahfachkee School for GIS Day

One of our big hits for the day was our guest 
lunch lecture series. Students and faculty had the 
opportunity to listen to experts in 3D technology, 
biology, forestry, archaeology, and historic 
preservation, and how they use GIS and other 
geospatial technologies to innovate in their fields. 
We also hosted a participatory mapping event 
at the Topeekeeke Yakne Community Center. 
Tribal Members had the opportunity to share 
local knowledge about reservation lands and 
surrounding areas. 

Our first GIS Day was a huge success. We are 
grateful to everyone that volunteered to help out 
with the event. Thanks to their efforts, we have a 
great foundation to build upon for future GIS Days.
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RESOLUTIONS & 
FUNDING SOURCES

Tribal Council Resolutions Passed in 2019

Application to the United States Department of the 
Interior, National Park Service Fiscal Year 2019 Historic 
Preservation Fund Grant Program for Funding of Tribal 
Historic Preservation Office Operations (C-423-19)

Tribal Historic Preservation Office Application to the 
United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of 
Indian Affairs, Tribal Resilience Program for Funding 
to Support Tribal Resilience and Ocean and Coastal 
Management and Planning (C-482-19)

United South and Eastern Tribes, Inc., Resolution 
Passed in 2019

USET SPF Resolution No. 2019 SPF:001 - Smithsonian 
National Museum of Natural History Repatriation Policy

National Congress of the American Indian (NCAI) 
Resolution Passed in 2019

Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History 
Repatriation Policy-#ABQ-19-003

Funding Sources in 2019

FY ’19 National Park Service Hurricanes Harvey, 
Irma, and Maria Emergency Supplemental Historic 
Preservation Fund Grant - $400,000 
FY ’19 Bureau of Indian Affairs Tribal Resilience Program 
Adaptation Planning Grant - $150,895
FY ’18 Bureau of Indian Affairs Tribal Resilience Program 
Adaptation Planning Grant - $88,600 
FY ’19 National Park Service Historic Preservation Fund 
Grant - $67,535
FY ’18 National Park Service Historic Preservation Fund 
Grant - $68,636



THPO Staff

Abigail Bythell, M.A., Field Technician

Andrea Bastidas, Field Technician

Anne Mullins, M.C.R.P., THPO Director

Benjamin Bilgri, M.A., R.P.A., Field Technician

Bradley M. Mueller, M.A., Compliance 
Review Specialist

Brandy Norton, M.A., R.P.A., Field Technician

Christina Hines, Field Technician

David Echeverry, former Compliance 
Review Supervisor

Dave Scheidecker, M.A., R.P.A., 
Research Coordinator

Dawn Lassman, Field Technician

Deanna Butler, Collections Assistant

Domonique deBeaubien, M.S., R.P.A., 
Collections Manager

Hillary Bedrosian, Crew Chief

Jack Chalfant, Management Trainee

Jazmine Melendez, THPO Administrative Assistant

Joseph Nicholas Butler, Geospatial Analyst

Juan J. Cancel, THPO Assistant Director

Lacee Cofer, Chief Data Analyst

Matthew Ankerholz, Field Technician

Maureen Mahoney, M.A., R.P.A., Tribal Archaeologist

Paul Backhouse, PhD, R.P.A., Senior Director HERO, 
and Tribal Historic Preservation Officer

Quenton Cypress, Community 
Engagement Coordinator

Samantha Wade, M.S., Bioarchaeologist

Sarah Bourget, Field Technician

Shawn Keyte, Field Technician

Victoria Menchaca, M.A., R.P.A., 
Compliance Review Specialist

Wyatt Halbach, Field Technician

 

Community Cultural Liaisons at Large

Bobby Henry

Jeannette Cypress

Joe Frank

Lewis Gopher

Willie Johns

Quenton Cypress

 

Seminole Work Experience and Student 
Work Experience Programs and Interns

GraySun Billie (WEP)

Cody Motlow (WEP)

Randean Osceola (SWEP)

Avery Bowers (SWEP)

Kara DiComo (Volunteer)

2019
STAFF, STUDENTS, ADVISORS
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 “The role archaeology now 
plays in the Seminole 
Tribe of Florida would 
have been unthinkable fifty 
years ago. The practice of 
archeology was something 
that white Scholars did
and that Seminoles 
did not do.”

Major Billy L. Cypress,
‘The Role of Archaeology in the
Seminole Tribe of Florida’

CONTACT US:
Seminole Tribe of Florida
Tribal Historic Preservation Office
30290 Josie Billie Hwy, PMB 1004
Clewiston, FL 33440

PHYSICAL ADDRESS:
34725 West Boundary Road, 
Clewiston, FL 33440
Telephone: (863) 983-6549 
Fax: (863) 902-1117
www.stofthpo.com

Find us on Facebook and Twitter at Ah-Tah-Thi-Ki Seminole Museum!


